CALL FOR ARTISTS

Image: Workshop led by Isabella Martin

We are looking for artists to join our team and contribute to the Sainsbury Centre
Learning programmes. Artists are central to the delivery of projects and workshops
across the Centre. We are looking to recruit artists working in any media who:
• Enjoy working with people
• Have an on-going arts practice
• Are able to create an environment where people feel they can express their ideas
• Have a collaborative approach to planning and delivery
• Are excellent communicators and listeners
• Have an interest and enthusiasm for working with world art collections and 		
exhibitions
• Have an in-depth understanding of the creative process and a high level of skill in a
specialist area
• Are able to make reference to broader contexts (for example to the work of other
artists or participatory practices)
We are interested to hear from artists who already have experience and also from
those keen to develop expertise and skills in builidng relationships between art,
people and ideas.

For more information about the Learning programme at the Sainsbury Centre and
our approaches please visit: http://scva.ac.uk/education-research
Application
To apply, please complete the Application Form, send a CV (Max 2 sides of A4) and up
to 5 JPEG images of your work to Lawrence Bradby, at l.bradby@uea.ac.uk by Friday
1 December 2017.
All applications will be reviewed by the Learning team and acknowledged by Monday
11 December 2017. Successful applicants will be invited to attend a training and
induction day on Thursday 11 January 2018.
Further information
This application does not guarantee paid employment. Artists will join an existing
team of Artists working on the Learning programmes at the Sainsbury Centre. Work
is allocated on the basis of workshop proposals, approach, skills and expertise.
Workshop proposals are appraised by Sainsbury Centre staff and by teachers if
working with a school group.
Artists will be required to complete a DBS check and are encouraged to spend time
shadowing artist workshops before starting work.
Payment
Successful applicants will be issued with a 12 month contract for occasional work
and paid at UEA Associate Tutor rate, £36.18 per hour.

